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Abstract
Drawing on the case of Wuhan, this article considers how nationalist discourses 
evolved in the Chinese context during the COVID-19 pandemic. It adopts a rela-
tional perspective to argue that, just as the COVID-19 pandemic has revealed coun-
tries’ vulnerability to diverse forms of nationalism and the danger that this presents, 
it also reveals an irony: how despite being treated as a ‘solution’ to the pandemic, 
nationalism can only exist and thrive insofar as its alter or Other—represented by the 
novel coronavirus itself and, for some countries, the ‘China threat’—also thrives. To 
prevent this from becoming a vicious cycle, the article contends that nationalism is 
no solution and that new thinking on coexistence is the vaccine needed for securing 
the post-COVID-19 world order.
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Introduction

Despite  the many contested definitions of ‘nationalism’, analyses of nationalism 
during the COVID-19 pandemic have tended to assume the existence of a collective 
understanding of the concept. However, should there be one common theme across 
the COVID-19 nationalism literature, it is that both the literature and the empirical 
phenomenon being studied constantly contradict themselves. Just as  there is a rise 
in “bio-political nationalism,” [1, 49, 88], “vaccine nationalism” as well as “medi-
cal nationalism” [12, 29, 43, 79], there is also  a sense of distrust in science and 
medical experts [59]; and whilst  there is competitive nationalism between states 
such as the United States (US) and China [14, 37, 86, 87], there is likewise internal 
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distrust and xenophobia against citizens of different ethnicities within each of these 
countries [11]. As such, although there are some common themes to be found, there 
is still no consensus regarding the impact of COVID-19 on nationalism. But what 
has become markedly pronounced over the course of the pandemic is how nation-
alism can be leveraged by politicians and other interest groups in both democratic 
and non-democratic regimes to advance their own agendas. And as the empirical 
evidence of growing racism as a result of COVID-19 attests [45], an intense polari-
zation of views is what has come to define both in-group and out-group identities.

This article considers how an alleged rise in Chinese nationalism during the COVID-
19 pandemic has been manufactured through top-down and bottom-up processes by 
the state as well as by different ‘relational communities’—that is, communities that are 
defined by solidarity and informed by common experiences, historical relationships, and 
the shared values of their members, in addition to an obliged belonging to a particular ter-
ritorial or ethnic category. In this sense, the nationalism examined in this article amounts 
to an articulation of civic or ethnic-cultural loyalties, but can also be an expression of 
moral values (e.g. solidarity and sacrifice) that transcend these. This is arguably seen in 
the case of Wuhan city. A localized form of nationalism had depicted, early on, the city 
and its citizenry as a diseased Other; this, however, changed as the nationalist framing 
shifted to one that emphasized solidarity and unity against the pandemic.

This article also  argues that Chinese nationalism has multiple sources. During 
the pandemic, these sources notably reached beyond the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP). Indeed, the nationwide mobilization of medical staff, each of whom would 
bear their municipal, provincial or regional team-name, led to an unprecedented 
surge in public morale. Building pride on multiple fronts by those engrossed in Chi-
nese nationalist sensibilities has become a means to construct a relational network 
of decentralized (i.e. CCP-neutral) nationalisms. In this way, a figurative decou-
pling from the People’s Republic of China by some Western countries would only 
prove counter-productive, effectively ‘pushing China into a corner’ as it were. As 
Washington challenges Beijing to a geopolitical duel, acknowledging and analysing 
the role played by ‘spontaneous’ third parties can help to complicate, decentralize, 
and pluralize their respective nationalisms (see Fig. 1 for an example of a localized 
nationalistic expression).

Surveying the Literature on Chinese Pandemic Nationalism

Using the notion of Chinese ‘pandemic nationalism’ as a departure point, it becomes 
apparent how the existing English-language literature tends to view the problem of 
rising nationalism, in the case of China, as CCP manipulation. Critics observe how 
the disease was primarily managed by the authoritarian CCP in order to bring the 
citizenry under its control and also to expand its influence over the rest of the world. 
Together, such critiques reveal four assumptions that warrant further discussion:

1) Chinese people tend to be ‘unthinking’. For example, regarding the use of nation-
alist ideology to reframe the Wuhan outbreak and subsequent developments, Fei 
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Yan [86] discovers that “the new government narratives resonated easily with the 
Chinese people, who had long been subjected to political indoctrination through 
the state-controlled media and schooling system.” Moreover, according to Ming 
Mu’s [52] statistics-based evidence, the Chinese people are believed to display 
a particular type of dark-triad personality composed of narcissism, Machiavel-
lianism, and psychopathy which are driven by the subconsciousness rather than 
prudence.

2) Nationalism is primarily politically engineered. It is both a strategic and an emo-
tional response to external accusations that point to China or Wuhan as the origin 
of the novel coronavirus. As Zhang and Savage [92] assert, “[t]he Chinese govern-
ment is... upset with the US and its allies (Australia, Germany, European coun-
tries), who are insisting on a thorough investigation on the origins of the virus.” 
Indeed, bans on travel from China had led to charges of racism by the Chinese 
government [79]. According to Hughes  [79], the political motive of the Chinese 
government in this case is supposedly “to propagate the superiority of the “China 
Model” of politics, after the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 
was badly dented by the early mismanagement of the crisis.” Similarly, Greenfeld 

Fig. 1  Weibo renganmian car-
toon originally created by Chen 
Xiaotao (@陈小桃momo)
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[79] sees Chinese nationalism as amounting to a challenge to “the United States 
to a single combat, so to speak. Could you match us, President Xi essentially 
offered, in containing a pandemic?”

3) Chinese nationalism is a chronic phenomenon. It appears deeply-rooted in modern 
Chinese history with the underlying psychology still prevalent today. As Jaworsky 
and Qiaoan [10] posit, “The glorious memory of Imperial China and the bitter 
memory of a ‘century of humiliation’ serve as unifying factors for these national-
ists and motivate them to exert pressure on Chinese foreign policy. Such pressure 
from nationalists has become one of the major reasons China has difficulties 
adopting more moderate foreign policy, especially in its interaction with the US.”

4) Nationalism is basically a Chinese problem. Nationalism is believed to serve the 
purpose of enhancing the CCP’s legitimacy. Liu Jiacheng [48] argues “[i]t also 
prioritize[s] the national over the personal. People’s personal suffering was not 
to be totally forgotten but was only invoked to affirm collective loss and national 
resilience.” Consequently, Liu continues, “[t]he overwhelming performance of 
national triumph and repression of personal narratives marked a turn in the state’s 
cultural governance.”

Viewed individually, these assumptions may appear valid; they are nonetheless 
inadequate or even misleading critiques, unless we also note the emergence of vol-
untarism in Wuhan, the city where the virus first broke out, which has contributed 
to the growth of localised sentiments of pride and solidarity among and beyond the 
city’s residents. They, moreover, ignore how Tokyo and Taipei, both perceived as 
rivals by Beijing for different nationalist reasons prior to the outbreak, have acted 
completely differently to effect changes in their relationships with China during the 
pandemic. Finally, these assumptions overestimate the power of the Chinese govern-
ment as an authoritarian regime, for as Breslin [15] observes “we should not imbue 
the Chinese leadership with total power, authority, and capacity. Even in a state as 
strong as this, state power has clear limitations – and crucially is much more limited 
than some of the official words of Chinese government seem designed to have us 
believe.”

As the number of COVID-19 cases began to drop in China, the Chinese media 
and general  public have trumpeted the country’s success in containing the virus’ 
spread and have hailed the crisis leadership of President Xi Jinping. But alongside 
national pride, xenophobia  and  schadenfreude have  also risen in the country, as 
evidenced by social phenomena ranging from the mistreatment of foreigners to the 
mockery or blatant celebration of other countries’ struggles to contain the virus’ out-
break [55, 72]. That said, despite evidence of exacerbated racist sentiments during 
the pandemic, allegations of flaring exclusionary nationalism and xenophobia have 
been actively denied by the Chinese state [57].

Nationalism is widely believed to be a common tactic of the Chinese govern-
ment to galvanize the public and reorient attention away from the state’s alleged 
culpability vis-à-vis  its  initially  delayed crisis response [69, 70, 94]. Many have 
also  observed the use of nationalistic propaganda messages by the Chinese gov-
ernment to vindicate its strict control over the people and deflect criticism of their 
ineffective response [33]. From a cultural studies perspective, Kloet et  al. looked 
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at East Asia to  examine how COVID-19 became an arena for nationalistic power 
struggles. Beijing’s COVID-19 containment measures were widely celebrated in 
official statements and among the public on social media, stirring up both local and 
national pride or what Kloet et al. term “biopolitical nationalism” [42]. As China’s 
stringent containment regime was applauded and supported, state control was not 
only justified but also viewed as necessary for success: here,  “[t]he people were 
quickly represented as vulnerable, needing to be protected, monitored and interpel-
lated as part of the virus-fighting machinery”  [42]. As Kloet et  al. aptly observe, 
“the latest trigger [of national pride] has become efficiency in the exercise of bio-
power, especially vis-a-vis the ‘inefficient West’” [42].

Even so,  it is noteworthy that the handling of the pandemic did  initially trigger 
mass public dissatisfaction and outrage, with some observers describing the crisis 
as the country’s “Chernobyl moment” [91]. The public had  expressed anger over 
the government’s early mishandling of the outbreak, including the death of Dr Li 
Wenliang, the shortage and mismanagement of PPE for medical personnel, and the 
authorities’ initial cover-up of the COVID death toll [91]. However, as the virus’ 
spread was contained in China, criticism and public discontent also began to dis-
sipate. In their place were constructed and localised narratives that focused on the 
heroic sacrifices of individuals and  the need for national unity, which were remi-
niscent of disaster nationalism [91]. These narratives perpetuated alongside govern-
ment censorship and crackdowns on dissidents, as well as broader bureaucratic and 
technocratic changes related to the handling of this national health crisis. To the 
grand narrative of a heroic “war” against the virus was thus added a humane touch 
of compassionate stories. According to Zhang, these elements, also found in past 
nationalist campaigns, subsume dissatisfaction with the government under a sense 
of national pride and belonging [91].

However, Wong argues that, although COVID-19 has sparked similar crisis 
responses, it constitutes a distinct event that diverges from the previous nation-
alistic campaigns in China [78]. Along with the rise of a more aggressive “Wolf 
Warrior” diplomacy, he noted an inward pivot of Chinese nationalistic rhetoric as it 
shifted from targeting both foreign and domestic audiences to primarily the domes-
tic population [78].1 On the one hand, the global backlash against Beijing’s early 
mishandling of the virus’ outbreak had  served to vindicate the hawkish rhetoric 
that emerged on behalf of “China”, which saw some Chinese diplomats advancing 
the belief that their Western counterparts were unlikely to reciprocate or appreciate 
Chinese values of courtesy and harmony; on the other, these diplomats found that 
their “fortitude” was especially appealing to domestic audiences who, in turbulent 
times, are often “in search of impassioned, at times zealous, speech in defense of 
the Chinese nation” [78]. Given these conditions, Wong contends that, instead of 
active engineering, the domestic orientation of Chinese nationalism constitutes a 
by-product of the increasingly bellicose rhetoric against Chinese communities, busi-
nesses and individuals.

1 The “Wolf Warrior” diplomacy, named after two fiercely patriotic Chinese movies, is often used to 
describe Beijing’s increasingly aggressive diplomatic offensive.
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A similar argument is also put forward by Zhang: the hostile international envi-
ronment towards China during the pandemic has  promoted binary thinking—that 
is,  “the assumption of a binary opposition between a homogeneous China and a 
homogeneous ‘West’”—which views any criticism of the Chinese  government as 
helping the enemy’s cause [91]. According to Zhao [93], “Chinese netizens on the 
one hand value deliberation when expressing their comments on the performance 
of China and other countries. On the other hand, due to the US-led external provo-
cation to China…Chinese netizens show a confident but confrontational and xeno-
phobic posture in the discourse.” In the same vein, Wong [78] argues that the grow-
ing xenophobia in the West provides an opportunity for the Chinese government to 
frame itself as a defender of “all Chinese interests”, and that any criticism of gov-
ernment responses to the crisis becomes the antithesis of the interests of the entire 
nation.

But while this aggressive political strategy seems to be mainly targeting domestic 
Chinese  audiences, it has invariably undermined the nation’s international reputa-
tion [60]. Susan Shirk has argued that China could have leveraged its containment 
of the virus as an opportunity to “emphasize its compassionate side and rebuild trust 
and its reputation as a responsible global power” [25]. Instead, the nationalistic rhet-
oric and assertive strategies have been derailing Beijing’s ambition for a peaceful 
rise. In the current politicized context of COVID-19, many suggest that Beijing’s 
propaganda campaign has alienated foreign audiences and undercut Beijing’s ongo-
ing efforts to attract global support [75].

Whilst the manifold  risks posed by Chinese nationalism during COVID-19 are 
widely discussed among English-language scholarship and media, little discussion 
has taken place on Chinese-language platforms. Interestingly,  Xijin Hu, editor of 
the CCP’s  mouthpiece Global Times, was among those who voiced concern over 
digital nationalism, having posted an article condemning nationalist netizens who 
mock Western countries’ struggles to contain the pandemic [34]. The article sought 
to “shout out to the outside world” that irrational nationalist and populist comments 
do not represent the voice of all Chinese people, and that the attitude in mainstream 
Chinese society is to promote mutual respect [34]. Among the Chinese-language lit-
erature found on CNKI at the time of writing,2 the only publication that addresses 
COVID-19 and nationalism in China is an article by Furong Peng, who points out 
the risks associated with the irrational development and expression of nationalism 
during a pandemic, and calls for the prompt readjustment of such sentiments. Adopt-
ing President Xi’s latest political discourse of creating a “shared future for human-
kind” (renlei mingyun gongtongti), Peng warns against the irrationalization of Chi-
nese nationalism, which “has not been conducive to maintaining social stability and 
may even have damaged China’s image as a responsible country” [56].

By contrast,  Zhongyun Zi has been one of the more vocal dissidents, drawing 
parallels between rising Chinese nationalism during COVID-19 and the Boxer 
Rebellion—the ultranationalist uprising in China at the turn of the eighteenth cen-
tury against Western imperialism [96]. Zi equates the country’s growing COVID-
19 nationalism with anti-Westernism and argues that such nationalist sentiments are 

2 CNKI is the largest electronic collection of academic literature in China.
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“retracing a direct path to ideas that are in their essence anti-human, anti-science 
and a wholesale rejection of our shared humanity” [96]. She further stresses that 
xenophobic nationalists ultimately inflict negative consequences on their innocent 
compatriots. As she puts it, “those online thugs have their sights trained on their 
fellow Chinese and nothing they say has any effect on foreigners apart, that is, from 
generating considerable wariness and enmity towards China in every quarter” [96].

However, among the discussions of Chinese nationalism, an oft-overlooked 
element is the distinction between the CCP-influenced, top-down narrative and 
those that are spontaneously-formed around public opinion. According to Jo Kim, 
the Chinese public has played a more significant role than generally perceived in 
promulgating nationalist rhetoric and fending off dissent. In many cases relating to 
COVID-19, it was the patriotic public, rather than the government, who wielded 
the keyboard to accuse and shame “traitorous” individuals who were criticizing the 
country [41]. Similarly, Jessica Chen Weiss draws attention to the more nuanced, 
internal dynamics of Chinese nationalism. While the Chinese state seems to have 
reined in its nationalist rhetoric to some extent, nationalism has also put pressure on 
the government to “talk tough and placate domestic audiences”, increasing the costs 
of constraining it [75]. Moreover, Weiss argues that nationalism, which is often 
characterized by expansionist motives, may be driven more by domestic demand and 
insecurity [76]. Finally, she argues that the more China leans on a nationalist push, 
the less concerned the US should be about China emerging as the strategic rival 
[75]. As has been widely observed, the growing nationalism in the name of China 
has stoked tensions with many foreign nations, consequently undermining Beijing’s 
ambition for global leadership.

Wuhan and Pandemic Nationalism

As mentioned above, during the early stages of the COVID-19 crisis, public fear and 
anger in China had mounted over the inadequacies of the government’s response 
to the then epidemic. On 7 February 2020, the topic “Doctor Li Wenliang passes 
away” topped the search list of Weibo (a media platform equivalent to Twitter used 
by locals in China) and attracted almost a billion views [84]. However, the search 
record was soon removed and disappeared, along with all related social media posts, 
just as three other trending hashtags demanding greater freedom of speech and an 
apology by the Chinese central government were also deleted [17, 84]. The public 
fury that grew over the authorities’ slow response to inform the public and contain 
the epidemic was further intensified by the government’s perceived rush to silence 
the public’s mourning of Li, who was seen not only as a whistleblower but also a 
martyr.

Negative sentiments toward the government had then risen to an arguably unprec-
edented degree but proved ultimately short-lived. A recent survey published in June 
2020 found that Chinese citizens have a high level of satisfaction with the govern-
ment’s overall COVID-19 response, especially toward the national-level leadership 
compared to the local authorities, which may reflect greater trust in and credibility 
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of the central government [80]. Compared to the situation in early February, this 
could be attributed to the Party’s strict censorship, propaganda, as well as a genuine 
(regained) confidence in the government that resulted from domestic successes in 
curbing the virus’ spread. Notably, the media content in Chinese cyberspace dur-
ing this period  was marked by sentiments of national solidarity as well as varied 
nationalistic overtones. What this points to, in effect, is how the formation of nation-
alistic  public opinion needs to be understood from both top-down and bottom-up 
perspectives [51].

Certainly, scholars have observed in recent years how “instead of trying to coun-
ter negative criticism”, the Chinese state “reorients the public to the positive” [61]. 
Instead of the previous discourse of “suffering” for the greater good of national sta-
bility and development, “positive energy” has gradually become a prominent ideo-
logical discourse in China and one which was especially accentuated by local actions 
and initiatives amid the COVID-19 crisis [21]. State agencies called on the media 
across all levels to publicize human interest and heartwarming stories related to the 
pandemic, in order to spread “positive energy” within the country [58]. The news 
and social media were filled with countless stories of people “sacrificing their small 
home for the greater home (the country)” (she xiaojia wei dajia) — from passionate 
medics volunteering to travel deep inside affected areas, the nation’s “SARS hero” 
and the grandfatherly figure of Doctor Zhong Nanshan, who was shown as sleep-
deprived but still fighting on the frontline, to ordinary individuals who engaged in 
acts of kindness to support the national battle against the virus [97]. At the same 
time, Doctor Li Wenliang was incorporated into these narratives, having been 
“reclaimed” by the Chinese state as “one member of the medical team who fought 
heroically and made contributions and sacrifices in the epidemic control effort” [7]. 
Such emotional anecdotes came to dominate both the news and social media, serv-
ing to “veil the harsh realities” [8]. As Zifeng Chen and Clyde Yicheng Wang note, 
domestically, the undertones of suffering in a period of positive energy “aim more at 
creating rally-around-the-flag effects” [21].

In fact, in more localized discourses on COVID-19, the phrase “Wuhan jiayou” 
sparked some of the most notable acts of positive energy during the crisis. Jiayou, 
meaning literally “add oil,” is a common Chinese expression used for encouraging 
people to persevere and remain strong. On the sixth day of the city’s lockdown, the 
residents in Wuhan responded to an initiative circulated on social media to open 
their windows at 8pm and shout “Wuhan jiayou” in an act of solidarity [67]. This 
collective action served to ’lighten the mood’ and boost the morale of the isolated 
residents; and, more significantly, it also demonstrated the ‘human face’ of the city 
to a broader  national audience. Videos of Wuhan residents shouting jiayou and 
chanting patriotic songs on their balcony captured ‘touching moments’ that allowed 
people to see the city not as the origin of the epidemic, but as a victim and comrade 
in the battle against the virus as a common enemy. As the video went viral online, 
“Wuhan jiayou” started trending on Weibo, with Chinese netizens pledging their 
support for and solidarity with Wuhan during its lockdown.

As a unifying slogan, “Wuhan jiayou” has prompted other spontaneous initiatives 
at the local level that have subsequently gained considerable traction. For instance, 
widely circulated on Weibo was a cartoon depicting a personified bowl of Wuhan’s 
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signature dish, hot dry noodles (reganmian), as a quarantined patient while Chinese 
snacks from other regions press themselves against the window, cheering Wuhan on 
with signs saying “be strong, hot dry noodles” (reganmian, jiayou) [see Fig. 1]. The 
post attracted tens of thousands of reposts in one day, including on several state offi-
cial accounts [24]. “Reganmian” soon became an endearing way to refer to the city 
and a symbol of national solidarity, which has since prompted many social media 
campaigns, including the trend of displaying solidarity with Wuhan by pairing pho-
tos of reganmian with one’s own hometown signature noodle dish [83].

The phrase was also adopted and used by the Chinese state to demonstrate its sol-
idarity with the people. When Premier Li Keqiang visited Wuhan after its lockdown, 
he chanted “Wuhan jiayou” with the people to rally support, consolidating the mes-
sage that the government and people are fighting together [4, 67]. As previously 
noted,  these mainstream narratives of community resilience and solidarity have 
consequently contributed to  shifting the focus away from criticism of government 
authorities during the then unraveling crisis.

In addition to the unifying power of empathy, national pride also serves as another 
crucial element in local narratives that has engendered a greater sense of ‘positive 
solidarity’ based on ‘we-feeling’ as opposed to othering. Among the trending and 
popular social media posts and news reports, many would highlight the country’s 
‘unparalleled achievements’ compared to other nations. Examples included the 
widely circulated screenshot showing a COVID-19 patient’s medical expenses that 
totaled over one million Chinese yuan. The caption read, “perhaps only in China, 
can the government cover all your medical expenses for coronavirus”, while com-
ments largely expressed pride and gratitude toward the country [73]. Another nota-
ble example that was seen to demonstrate ‘China’s power’ was the construction of 
Huoshenshan and Leishenshan hospitals. With more than 30,000 workers work-
ing around the clock, the two makeshift hospitals were built in just over a week in 
response to the strained resources in Wuhan [71]. Applauding such achievements, 
the state media reposted praise expressed on Western social media regarding the 
“miraculous” construction, demonstrating how “China’s speed” amazed interna-
tional observers. This international recognition was  likewise hailed by the Chinese 
public [85].

Interestingly, during the hospitals’  construction, Beijing’s state broadcaster 
hosted live-streams of the construction and provided real-time  progress  updates, 
which instantly went viral and attracted millions of netizens to join the “online 
supervision” (yunjiangong) of the projects  [95]. The comments section was filled 
with messages of solidarity and support—such as “Cheer up China” (Zhongguo 
jiayou) and “Cheer up Wuhan” (Wuhan jiayou). Nicknames were given to hoists, 
forklifts and cement mixers, and later, viewers were even given the ability to vote for 
their favorite [5, 39]. Although the voting system was promptly removed as criticism 
emerged around the de-personalization and disrespect for the hardworking labor-
ers,  popular discussions of the ‘idolized’ construction vehicles continued on social 
media, where people developed a sense of involvement and solidarity while consum-
ing entertainment. The state was thus able to engage with more people, especially 
youths, by adopting and  incorporating the fandom culture and social media trend 
of live-streaming, while at the same time popularizing the narrative of a “great and 
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powerful nation.” This was not the first time that the state had leveraged online sub-
cultures. Back in 2019, thousands of “online warriors” were united under the call to 
protect “brother Ah Zhong” (A Zhong gege)—the personification of China that orig-
inated from within the fandom community and was endorsed by the state media—as 
they flooded Facebook with nationalist comments during the anti-government pro-
tests in Hong Kong [93].

Aside from these local-level narratives, China’s COVID-19 aid has also contrib-
uted to forming a new, more ‘outward-looking’ theme. Neil Thomas has tracked ref-
erences to “assuming the role of a great power”  (daguo dandang) in the People’s 
Daily, and found that the phrase had taken off since Xi Jinping assumed leadership 
and had surged in the first quarter of 2020 [2]. The narrative of China as a responsi-
ble great power underlies sentiments of national pride and confidence which, during 
the pandemic, was largely centered on discussions among the Chinese public on the 
scale and overseas reception of China’s foreign aid. When China dispatched the larg-
est volume of medical assistance that Serbia had then received to combat the pan-
demic, which led Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic to state that “the only country 
that can help us is China” [35, 36], his comments were popularly cited by news out-
lets and public accounts on WeChat, with posts celebrating the close relationship not 
only between the two countries, but also with other countries to whom China had 
been “selflessly” providing in-kind assistance and sending medical experts. China’s 
goodwill and support became subjects of national pride, as they were touted by the 
public as reflecting China’s shouldering of its great power responsibility and by the 
state as building a “community of shared future for humankind” [89].

Following this, it is equally noteworthy how, as the global infection rates surged 
and the state media hailed the efforts of the Chinese government amid the grow-
ing global crisis, an emerging narrative on social media came to compare Chi-
na’s  exceptional performance in containing the virus with that of the “unenlight-
ened” West, with many stating that other countries should “copy the homework” 
(chaozuoye) that China has done when facing the test of COVID-19 [90]. This 
catchphrase of “copy homework” draws on an obvious classroom metaphor, and 
views China’s crisis response as the model for other countries to emulate in order to 
succeed. Popular posts and comments online would also rhetorically ask why other 
countries could not “copy China’s homework”, with some further lamenting how 
Western countries had wasted the time that China had “saved for the world” and 
others mocking countries that were still suffering heavily due to the virus’ outbreak 
[68]. But while the phrase became popular, it also attracted considerable debate, 
as many pointed out the difficulties associated with implementing the best practice 
in a crisis and the immorality of schadenfreude [68]. Some, moreover, pointed out 
how the idea had homogenized the responses of different Chinese provinces and 
sidestepped issues such as the mishandling of the epidemic by Hubei’s provincial 
authorities [40]. In fact, several observers stated that people who made the “copy 
homework” comments were loyal supporters of the CCP, even though the metaphor 
had been disavowed by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs [89]. Notably, these 
“copy homework” comments quickly disappeared once more Western countries 
began to more effectively distribute social benefits and COVID-19 relief packages 
to their populations [40].
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Public opinion in China is, of course, not homogenous. By documenting her first-
hand experiences in Wuhan in her diary, Chinese writer Fang Fang recorded peo-
ple’s struggles during the city’s lockdown. Her diary was reported by the foreign 
media and attracted millions of domestic readers, albeit with mixed reviews. When 
plans to publish her diary entries in foreign languages became known in China, 
both state and public criticism swelled. The diary had appeared at a time when the 
US was actively pushing culpability onto China for its ineffective handling of the 
pandemic. For many Chinese people, alarm bells sounded when Fang Fang’s diary 
received a ‘suspicious’ level of recognition in the Anglosphere. Many questioned the 
authenticity of her accounts, criticized her for a lack of patriotism and even labeled 
her a “traitor”. Posts on Weibo denounced Fang Fang for capitalizing on the national 
crisis and “handing over the knife” to the West to place “unjustified” blame on 
China [10, 81]. Besides the public venting and shaming, more “reasonable” oppo-
nents declared that “China will reflect on its own problems but will never tolerate 
any interference from the outside world” [18, 82]. Among these online discourses, 
many displayed the moral rules of a rather narrow-minded nationalism that sought 
to counter any voices that might strengthen negative narratives about China—a fact 
that has been  further exacerbated by the increasingly polarized geopolitical context. 
Whereas patriotism might be perceived as the positive and  reasonable expression 
of adulation and special concern that one feels for one’s country, when such feel-
ings become more defensive and are used to justify aggressive, hostile acts against 
others, they are transformed into racist and xenophobic nationalism. In Fang Fang’s 
case, popular narratives in the public discourse legitimized assertive actions and 
rhetoric as a ‘patriotic’ response to ’nationalist’ attacks on China by foreign Others.

Even so, as the Chinese public becomes more digitally connected and savvy about 
state propaganda, more have also come to express a lower appreciation of the waves 
of positive energy and emotional tropes that are designed to stir up public sentiment, 
with questions still being raised about government transparency and accountability 
[8]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these emerging voices openly criticized the 
government. Although online discussions were heavily monitored and suppressed 
by ongoing state censorship, Chinese netizens were able to come up with innovative 
ways to evade censorship and spread critical messages [6]. In many cases, the propa-
gandist messages had  overreached and backfired publicly. For instance, when the 
Party’s Youth League attempted to tap into the fandom culture by launching virtual 
idols, this was met with a tremendous backlash and demands for the government to 
focus on addressing the COVID-19 outbreak, as opposed to launching propaganda 
aimed at stirring up nationalistic sentiments [93]. Other events have also led to 
increased public discussion of social issues, such as the gendered stories in the state 
media which lauded nurses for returning to work only days after having an abortion, 
treating COVID-19 patients while being pregnant, or shaving their heads before 
joining the frontline [9, 46]. Many people were similarly irritated by the exploita-
tion of people’s suffering for propaganda purposes, analogizing propaganda stories 
to eating “blood-soaked steamed buns” (renxie mantou), a well-known metaphor in 
Chinese culture that critiques profit-making at the expense of others [69]. The meta-
phor, also commonly used by opponents of Fang Fang to accuse her for capitalizing 
on a national trauma, was adopted by those who condemned the use of frontline 
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workers by the state  to provoke public gratitude and solidarity. As these critiques 
reveal, while ‘feel-good’  sentiments about the country became embedded in the 
romanticized sacrifices of frontline workers, they also opened up much-needed 
debate over issues that were obscured by these sentiments, ranging from workers’ 
rights and gender equality to national healthcare, government transparency and 
accountability.  In this way, state-led efforts at engineering  nationalism during the 
COVID-19 crisis did not  yield straightforward or necessarily  favorable  results. In 
the Wuhan case, nationalism took varied forms and arose from different sources but, 
ultimately, with each form being based on shared experiences of sacrifice and com-
munal visions of solidarity.

Chinese Nationalisms Compared and Reconsidered

Nationalism is not always a binary construction in China’s COVID-19 experience. 
Wuhan nationalism, as discussed above, illustrates this point. However, histori-
cally, Chinese nationalism has been defined by binaries of insiders and outsiders, 
patriots and betrayers, or simply you and me. While the binary seems conceptu-
ally indispensable, in practice, it has always been fluid. This is because the social 
roles of real persons are malleable, as their social and cultural relationships con-
stantly evolve. Chinese nationalism can often give way to xenophobia, for exam-
ple [47]. Here, the binary is between ‘the Chinese’ and ‘the alien’. Whether or 
not a person is treated as an Other depends not on citizenship, language, skin and 
religion, which are stable, but on the relationships embedded in the context of 
their  interactions. Therefore, an alien can be exempted from the exclusion usu-
ally applied to aliens, provided that she is able to convince her (perceived) Chi-
nese counterparts that she is a friend of China. This can usually be achieved by 
arranging a proper ritual or gift-giving [64]. Noticeable examples of individuals 
who have ‘crossed binaries’ include Anson Burlingame, Pearl Buck, Edgar Snow, 
and Henry Kissinger. Inversely, a Chinese person may be subject to discrimina-
tory treatment if she abandons her expected social role as a Chinese person. The 
binary of nationalism, accordingly, does not enforce a self/other frame strictly. 
The scope of the self is both contextual and processual; it is discursive as well as 
behavioral. This is likely to be true of all nationalisms, albeit to varying degrees.

The implication of ‘crossing binaries’ is that a solution to the politics of 
nationalism must be relational. There were always pre-existing relations that cut 
across binaries prior to the rise of nationalist sensibilities [11]. Once incurred, 
nationalism can unite as well as divide people—such is the politician’s way of 
manipulating the relational lens to inspire practices that silence alternative lenses. 
The ability to feel each other’s pain and struggle is testimony to the existence of 
relations. Nationalism is unique in the sense that the feelings for others are basi-
cally discursively or ideologically prepared, as opposed to other relations that are 
informed by practical life experiences. Only when nationalism can preach and 
compel its believers into sacrificing for a collective actor will it become a materi-
alized relation and believers will feel something real for each other. This explains 
why the collective perception of large-scale sacrifice is conducive to the rise of 
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nationalism. Wars are, therefore, a familiar measure in this regard. Pandemics 
are another. Confronting a perceived nationalist regime by an inversely perceived 
counter-force merely serves to substantiate its imagined collective sacrifice.

Efforts to curb Chinese nationalism during the period leading up to the Beijing 
Olympics in 2008 is a case in point. It was argued that Beijing would use the Olym-
pics to boost Chinese nationalism (reminiscent of what Adolf Hitler had done for 
Nazi Germany). This seemed to make sense, given that members of the interna-
tional community had used the Olympics as an opportunity to level global critique at 
China for various issues, including Tibetan human rights. The result was an upsurge 
in Chinese nationalism throughout the Olympic Games. However, this proved rela-
tively short-lived, with Beijing spending the entire year of 2010 on preparing Hu 
Jintao’s state visit to the US in January 2011. The cycle resembled the upsurge in 
nationalism during the period immediately following the bombing of the Chinese 
embassy in Belgrade by the United States in 1999. It was anticipated that the inci-
dent would give rise to a new May  4th Movement, a nationalist movement that arose 
after the Paris Conference in 1919 and which was considered the origin of the Com-
munist revolution. Yet, this failed to transpire as the world accepted China into the 
World Trade Organization in 2001.

In short, granted that the need to draw a boundary in order to protect an imagined 
nation has been the result of political campaigns and political correctness, sacrifice 
as a shared prior experience is required to make and reproduce the imagination of 
a political and moral community. This is, again, not unique to China, nor to the Xi 
regime. To the extent that the binary is politically obliged and lacks shared sacrifice, 
there will be no sincere attempt to define or sustain it in the long run. The political 
aspect of nationalism is thus doomed to lose steam after a while. Prior experiences 
and sentiments of sacrifice, such as during the COVID-19 outbreak, can instead nur-
ture a conducive atmosphere for ‘sustainable’ nationalism. That is why the shutting 
down of Wuhan proved to be such an unconventional nationalistic turn. There was 
no clear human target or binary. The passion for togetherness is less a matter of per-
forming political roles than an intuitive response to the participatory sense of human 
struggle and strength. The binary here  is subjective. Those who have experienced 
the sacrifices of, and for, Wuhan would  resent anyone who appears to disrespect 
such solidarity, including the unresponsive CCP-led, central government during the 
pandemic’s early stages. Interestingly, in the United States, Miller-Idriss identifies 
a challenge to the “nation-state” as being  the “ideological validation”  that people 
will be searching for during the COVID-19 crisis, as opposed to “national identifi-
cation”. [66, 79]. This further and directly relates to people’s support of the nation-
state: if the state’s policies identify with their ideology, they will support it; if it 
does not, then they will not support it [59].

That said, ‘outside’ literature has ostensibly been alarmed by the CCP’s poten-
tial capacity to take advantage of Wuhan-bred nationalism, but analyses will 
remain superficial if they look away from how Chinese nationalist sentiments 
towards Wuhan have evolved. Wuhan’s relative  absence from COVID-19 nation-
alist literature is unsurprising. After all, Wuhan is neither a familiar nor sufficient 
site for the construction of a self-other binary, which is usually defined by imagined 
racial, statist, or civilizational differences and subject to international or national 
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representation. Consider the dominance of the statist discourse at the international 
level, embedded in a Eurocentric worldview. Note also, for example, how in hind-
sight, the World Health Organization (WHO)  officially announced the pandemic 
only after it had already hit Europe and the US. In fact, the official announcement of 
the WHO triggered 17 countries to adopt lockdown measures of varying degrees in 
a matter of days: 15 of these countries were European and two others were America 
and Australia. The immediate implication of the timing of this judgment reflects 
how the global South, including the postcolonial world of Asian countries in gen-
eral—and China and Iran, specifically—was not regarded as sufficiently ’the world’ 
despite the collective size of its population and territory. Such attitudes are likewise 
reflected in how, according to Japanese vice minister Aso Taro, his Italian counter-
part had during the G7 teleconference responded in a lukewarm manner to Japan’s 
suggestion of further cooperation to control the virus’  spread because, for the lat-
ter, it was a disease of “yellow skinned people” [63]. Infamously, President Trump 
had similarly insisted on the racializing narrative of the “Chinese virus” rather than 
employing the official name of the disease.

To understand how the Wuhan experience might evolve into wider support for 
CCP-led nationalism, observers have  adopted certain relational themes to explain 
away other relatively successful cases of managing the pandemic. These themes 
allude to the relevance of long-standing conditions that inform how people con-
sciously belonging to the same communities relate. Specifically, these often concern 
cultural and colonial relationalities. To begin, colonial legacies engender psycho-
logical pressure on the postcolonial population to adopt the standard of civilization 
acquired from past colonial experiences. Although such pressure can breed a sense 
of inferiority, it simultaneously creates agency for adaptation, according to the per-
ceived power matrix within a context. After all, conformity is the major theme in 
the literature on postcoloniality [16, 22, 53]. Postcoloniality thus implies the rela-
tive readiness of the former colonies to accept their vulnerability before any imag-
ined alien force, including COVID-19. It is noteworthy that some commentators 
have attributed a higher ability to cope with COVID-19 to past colonial experiences, 
using the examples of South  Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Mongolia, Vietnam, and, 
arguably, New Zealand or even Ireland [77]. In the words of Fergal Bowers, “It’s the 
actions of citizens that have brought Ireland to this precious position. This is an astonish-
ing feat, not to be easily squandered” [13]. In addition to postcolonial conformity, the trust 
in authorities also allegedly has other sources. Some argue, for example, that the more 
effective COVID-19 responses are found  in systems that  are prone to illiberal democ-
racy or authoritarianism, which enables stricter national monitoring and contact tracing 
[44]. In other  cases, Confucianism is seen as a contributing factor [26]. Regardless of 
their veracity, these theories allude to the empowering relationalities of conformity and 
collectivism as necessary, albeit not sufficient, conditions for counter- or anti-pandemic 
performance. And as such, during the pandemic, these relationalities are believed to have 
contributed to greater systemic effectiveness.

Trying to salvage the reputation of democracy, Francis Fukuyama argues that it is 
all about state capacity and, therefore, the effectiveness of a state’s response is com-
pletely unrelated to whether it is democratic or not. But the alleged failure of demo-
cratic theory to anticipate the importance of state capacity shifts attention away from 
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practical suffering to the reputation of democracy itself. The non-relational theme 
of state capacity disguises postcolonial relationality at the national level and suf-
fering at the subaltern level. In fact, state capacity itself  is not a neutral term. It 
embraces an implicit criticism of the use of state capacity beyond disease control 
(for example, nationalist mobilization) and pre-empts praise for authoritarian effec-
tiveness, but fails to appreciate the longing for recognition among the postcolonial 
population by the former colonial powers. As a result, China in general and Wuhan 
in particular appear to reproduce the image of a failing regime that embraces author-
itarianism—an image that has already been popularized by the anti-extradition pub-
lic demonstrations in Hong Kong, whereupon Beijing has vehemently defended its 
right to sovereignty. COVID-19 has thus worked to enflame old divisions, rather 
than uniting people [62].

Nevertheless, against this background, the current approach to CCP-led nation-
alism, through criticism and confrontation, is counterproductive. Worse  still, such 
approaches camouflage the involvement of our own national sensibilities, which are 
themselves constituent components of the perceived Chinese nationalism [20]. As 
we watch and comment from an imagined external position, we simply reproduce 
the same binaries which drive CCP-led nationalism to engage assertively with the 
world. In actuality, at least two sources of Chinese nationalism are present—Wuhan-
bred and CCP-led. Wuhan-bred nationalism embraces shared experiences informed 
by the pandemic, one  that does not have to include or exclude either Hong Kong, 
Taiwan or even Chinese citizens abroad, and which obliges the presumed members 
to subscribe to a digital system of control. Such pandemic/digital nationalism breeds 
a sense of security for those who willingly observe the disease’s control—to be con-
trolled is equivalent to being in control [42]. Discrimination against unspecified oth-
ers, who are not under digital control orsecurity, is apparent but not required or fixed 
in terms of its boundaries. In contrast, the CCP-led nationalism includes all of those 
considered Chinese nationals and obliges them to support the state against rival for-
eign intervention. Even so, the standards for determining ‘Chineseness’ are always 
interactive, contextual, and hence unstable.

Mutual othering is therefore the wrong prescription for Chinese nationalism [23]. 
Yet, discursive othering is prevalent everywhere [19]: othering the virus as an alien 
intrusion, othering Wuhan’s residents as the virus, othering China as the invader—
all of which are to be excluded,  quarantined,  or  discriminated against. All of this 
indicates the continuation of a deep-rooted condition of othering that stereotypes 
and reproduces a relationship between the virus and an imagined alien world [50]. 
However, it is exactly this delusional practice of othering that has camouflaged the 
embedded victimization within the structuration of class, gender, and the colo-
nial legacy as well as race [38]. The CCP-led nationalism commits the same cam-
ouflaging fallacy, as it adopts an epistemological binary to judge between friends 
and adversaries. Boris Johnson, following his ‘courageous’ recovery from the dis-
ease, declared the coronavirus an “enemy” and has sought to lead a “national bat-
tle” against it [28]. This contrasts with his earlier “herd immunity” approach, which 
had sought to promote the coexistence of humans and the virus. Likewise, Trump’s 
determination to ‘decouple’ from China had sought to take advantage of the other-
ing discourse to create a strong sense of exclusion against China and/as the virus.
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Two other country cases—Taiwan and Japan––illustrate how democratic relation-
ality can both commit and transcend nationalist othering. As one of the major (alleg-
edly internal) targets of CCP-led nationalism, Taiwan is a key representative case of 
mutual othering thought. In fact, the state is engaged in a peculiar practice of self-
othering or counter-nationalism. If othering refers to the construction of a self-other 
binary and hence, practices of exclusion, demonization, and discrimination against 
the other [27], then self-othering commits the same by further re-categorizing those 
presumably belonging to the scope of the self into the scope of the Other due to the 
imagined danger of the former’s relationships with the other side. From the very 
beginning of the pandemic, in addition to officially and consistently enforcing the 
label of “the Wuhan virus” as a reference to the COVID-19 pandemic, Taiwan has 
victimized its own citizens and mainland Chinese individuals most closely related 
to Taiwan (i.e. those who have chosen to go to the ‘other side’ for study, work, or 
family reunions), in order to demonstrate that Taiwan is more Western than Chi-
nese. This has gendered, colonial and illiberal consequences. In its long quest to 
join the West, as opposed to becoming part of greater China, the ruling pro-Taiwan 
independence party—the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)—has  cashed in on 
the opportunities offered by the pandemic to stigmatize Chinese spouses (usually 
wives) who had married Taiwanese people, and their families. After all, for Taiwan-
ese people, who belong to the same Chinese ethnicity, the convenient way to display 
Taiwan’s alienness to mainland Chinese is to mimic those who wish to exploit the 
pandemic in order to advance their racist agenda in the West. This was what the 
government of Taiwan did to Chinese students studying in Taiwan by refusing to 
allow them to return to Taiwanese universities along with other international stu-
dents, even though some of the latter had come from areas suffering far more serious 
infection rates [65].

More significantly, when  a couple of thousand Taiwanese people, who were 
visiting their Chinese relatives in Wuhan during the Chinese New Year Festival, 
became stuck in the city during the pandemic, Taiwan offered to repatriate them 
on government-chartered flights, an arrangement exclusively chosen to insinuate 
Taiwan’s independent statehood: flying direct is crucial for the government because 
it symbolizes the sovereign action of evacuation—an action that the sensitive Chi-
nese authorities accordingly rejected. In addition, only parents with a Taiwanese 
passport were allowed entry, not their children, who had to wait in long queues for 
their passports. As a result, many mothers naturally remained with their children in 
Wuhan. The message could not have been any clearer: anyone who had been poten-
tially exposed to the “Wuhan virus”—as mentioned above, a term that the pro-Tai-
wanese independence forces had insisted all citizens in Taiwan must continue to use 
despite the virus’ official name—is discursively a Wuhan, not Taiwanese, ‘resident’. 
When repeatedly asked during news conferences about the differing treatment of the 
banned Taiwanese who were visiting Wuhan and other returnees who were escaping 
from far more serious pandemic conditions in the United States and Europe, with 
the latter being allowed to enter, the official response was that the human rights of 
passengers from these latter countries must be respected.

Reversing its initial mission to rescue citizens from China, which is perceived as 
a foreign country, the DPP proceeded to ban them from returning to Taiwan entirely, 
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unless this happened via a government-chartered flight directly from Wuhan, which 
were never available. Following the reopening of Wuhan, these passport holders or 
Taiwanese residents were still not allowed to return, as evacuation arrangements 
could not be arranged. In fact, the administrative measure adopted is racializing. The 
government recorded the names of all of the Taiwanese in Wuhan (collected initially 
for the purpose of arranging evacuation flights) in its immigration database so that, 
even if they were able to arrange transits at a third-country airport or a sojourn in a 
third country, they would still fail to pass at the passport control in Taiwan.

Deep in this background are the tens of thousands of families across the Taiwan 
Strait who know how to adapt to the  politics and norms of both sides very well. 
They are not easily subjected to xenophobic mobilization, propaganda or disinfor-
mation, in effect providing an ‘immunized’ type of relational network for Taiwan-
ese people to hedge against the allegedly dangerous Chineseness, touted by official 
de-Sinicization campaigns. Consider the binary-making and reproductive effects of 
the so-called  China threat. These families, students, businesspeople and tourists, 
who obscure the binary, practice a form of political immunization by accumulating 
mutual lessons of how people on each side can cope with officially sanctioned dif-
ference or even enmity in their creative and reconciliatory, albeit politically ‘incor-
rect’, ways. This has contributed to discrediting the notion of the China threat. As 
such,  the pandemic has been a necessary front for the government to strike back, 
substitute separation for immunity, and inflict self-othering. Thus, despite the sac-
rifice in human lives, the pandemic, in the words of Kloet, Lin and Chow [42], has 
made “many Taiwanese people feel safe, protected, and justified in pushing forward 
Taiwan’s already existing nationalistic and exceptionalist agenda.” However, as Florian 
Bieber [11] warns, “government responses to the pandemic risk turning fragile democra-
cies into competitive authoritarian regimes. Such competitive authoritarian regimes might 
initially rely on the pandemic to justify repressive policies, but they are likely to turn to 
exclusionary nationalism as a key legitimizing ideology in order to sustain power.”

Unlike the DPP-led counter-nationalism, civil society in Japan has displayed 
unexpected solidarity with the Chinese people during the pandemic. Practically, it 
is almost a copy of the Wuhan spirit with, metaphorically  speaking, China being 
Wuhan and Japan being China. Indeed, a cultural means to restore a dented relation-
ship is through gift-giving and ritualized reciprocal role-playing. This has been con-
sistently so throughout the region’s history of several thousand years. While the DPP 
had succeeded in constructing the equivalence of China with the virus and imme-
diately claiming the political correctness of its counter-nationalist actions, Japan 
has been enmeshed in a rapprochement with China. What for Taiwan is a matter of 
constructing an existential threat from the deadly disease is, for Japan, an issue of 
solidarity. This lower level of perceived threat  has further contributed to the de/con-
struction of right-wing nationalism [31]. Massive support for China among the Japa-
nese people at the beginning of the pandemic is the best metaphor for vaccinating a 
(political) antibody. Such displays of solidarity immediately ‘melted the hearts’ of 
the Chinese people who, generally speaking, have an intuitive distrust of Japan due 
to historical animosity. The resulting atmosphere of reconciliation requires neither 
the signatures of foreign ministers nor the initiation of a ‘democratic peace’ project. 
It also transcends national boundaries.
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In Lieu of Conclusion: A Metaphoric Prescription for Nationalism

National leaders, almost everywhere, will tend to call for nationwide sup-
port during a crisis or, in this case, a pandemic  in the name of the nation and 
through attempts at stoking nationalism [3, 30, 32, 74]. But in the case of this 
ongoing global pandemic, this is not truly  human othering, since COVID-19 
is the only Other here. National governments also compete for face masks and 
vaccines, but this arguably  echoes realism rather than nationalism. Realism 
can, conversely, result in an ignored effect. For example, nationalism is implicit 
in the recruitment of foreign low-waged nurses and doctors to serve on the dan-
gerous frontline. When brought into  the  national consciousness, this  kind of 
realist recruitment  could inspire a binary sensibility. Medical  realism of this 
sort resembles nationalism in a very particular way, since solidarity ends where 
the binary emerges. Even solidarity at the global level implies a binary—that 
is, humans v. the novel coronavirus. Whatever the scope, each imagined scope 
necessarily indicates a self-other binary.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, there have been at least two kinds of rela-
tional cleavages, from which nationalism, as  the resulting  third cleavage, distracts 
attention. One arises from the divides between and within nations or greater or 
smaller like-entities, caused by the structures of class, power and the severity of the 
pandemic, as well as the  discursive practices of civilizational imagination, racial 
discrimination and partisanship. The level of personal risk, the ability to access 
self-help, and the opportunity for medical treatment all vary according to these rela-
tional settings. The other cleavage reflects the divide between the virus and human-
kind. There has been a clear focus in public discourses everywhere to conceive of 
the virus as alien to humankind. Through the clever manipulation of nationalism, 
this second estrangement amounts to the nationalization of the virus. However, the 
virus and humankind belong to the same ecology, rather than being external to each 
other as the public discourse has assumed. This, in effect, suggests the need for a 
post-human relational understanding. Such an understanding would require a certain 
degree of  relational ‘soul searching’ in order to appreciate and sustain the mutual 
constitution and coexistence of all sides, each falsely conceived as an autonomous 
entity. The first divide undermines the solidarity that is essential for any human 
society to remain mutually beneficial. The second divide falsely externalizes what 
is actually internal, resulting in continuous self-estrangement. This process of self-
estrangement requires further elaboration.

If the virus were alien to the ecology that supports humankind, then  quar-
antines would be the best solution. Quarantine the virus, then the infected, the 
potentially infected, the heavily infected areas, the nation to which the area 
belongs, the ethnicity that stereotypically constitutes the nation, and then the 
civilization that stereotypically characterizes the ethnicity. Scapegoating of cer-
tain selected internal targets is inevitable when quarantining fails. Ultimately, 
however, no quarantine will fully succeed as the virus and humankind are eco-
logically connected through their shared belonging to nature. The best solution 
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is to develop antibodies through a vaccine. The second-best approach would 
be  to cultivate solidarity among the world population that relies on individual 
rather than national quarantining. In other words, the virus and humans must 
be mutually constituted to restore ecological relations in which the virus and 
humankind achieve mutual immunity.

A vaccine is thus an apt metaphor for a solution. Antibodies can help to rebuild 
an integrative community of the virus and humankind. Electoral/partisan rivals often 
portray the other side as the virus, as something alien, obnoxious and contagious. 
This indicates democratic failure and the rejection of solidarity. The externalization 
of a political rival is exactly how most COVID-19 policies have been  considered 
and strategized. Yet the vaccine, once injected into the body, practically re-internal-
izes the virus. A political antibody is not unlike an intermediary process that brings 
mutually externalizing rivals together. The incurrence of such in-betweenness would 
help to  develop the potential of postcoloniality and post-Western-ness to decon-
struct these divides as well as reveal, revise and restore the ecological relations that 
already encompass all sides.

If we were to succeed in removing our COVID-19 antibodies (which is impos-
sible), we would risk decoupling the body from the vaccine. Americans have devel-
oped ‘China antibodies’ for centuries. All kinds of Chinese social phenomena and 
cultural practices have already been transferred to the US. They are revisable and 
resilient—always transient and fluid, but never removable. In the sense that Ameri-
cans have encountered, adapted to, and transformed Chineseness in various ways, 
they are already immune to the threat of Chineseness. In other words, Chineseness 
does not cause lethal problems in America. American Chineseness is like a vac-
cine that was initially acquired from encountered Chineseness. However, the Trump 
administration had effectively advised, during his four-year term, that these China 
antibodies should be removed in order to decouple from  Chineseness, which was 
treated as  a phenomenon of fabricated greatness due to the CCP’s manipulation. 
What would happen to the mutually estranging world in this scenario does not bear 
thinking about.

In the longer term, however, as the virus and humans are commonly constituted 
by the same ecology and related in a prior ontology, quarantining will have to yield 
to the antibody/vaccine, through which humans and the virus can restore their coex-
istence. Let us consider the mutual relationality resulting from the complicated inter-
sections between multiple relational communities as a metaphor for a vaccine that 
serves to immunize the democratic polity from othering practices towards ‘yellow 
skinned’ people, former colonies, Wuhan’s residents, or China itself. Such spontane-
ous development of political immunity is arguably  a registered human capability, 
regardless of culture or ethnicity [54]. Without this immunity, critical reflections on 
the structuration of the distribution of the pandemic as sharply disadvantageous to 
certain classes, races, occupations, and genders cannot emerge—nor can true demo-
cratic solidarity.
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